Retooled Bay area layout reopens as Monarch Bay

By JAY FINEGAN

SAN LEANDRO, Calif. — An $8.1-million renovation has transformed the San Leandro Golf Complex into a sparkling 27-hole layout now called Monarch Bay Golf Club.

Now, in an innovative move to ensure the opening of the North Course this December, the company has hired two separate golf course contractors to build the Tom Fazio-designed layout. "This is the first time we have worked side by side with another contractor on the same course," said Danny Moman of Barbaron, "and it's working out extremely well."

According to Mickey McSwain, this is also the first time that Southeastern Golf has worked on a course in conjunction with another contractor.

The $8.1-million budget wasn't as large as it sounds, according to Harbottle. Continued on page 25

Barbaron, Southeastern co-building the North Course at Bonita Bay's Mediterra

NAPLES, Fla. — Last December, on the same day the Bonita Bay Group opened the South Course at Mediterra, the company broke ground for its second layout, the North Course, two years ahead of schedule.

Now, in an innovative move to ensure the opening of the North Course this December, the company has hired two separate golf course contractors to build the Tom Fazio-designed layout. "This is the first time we have worked side by side with another contractor on the same course," said Danny Moman of Barbaron, "and it's working out extremely well."

According to Mickey McSwain, this is also the first time that Southeastern Golf has worked on a course in conjunction with another contractor.

Continued on page 23

BRIEFS

RAINMAKER TO DEVELOP STONY POINT

COLUMBIA, Md. — Rainmaker Golf Development, based here, has reached agreement to develop the Stony Point Golf Club for the town of Stony Point, N.Y. The 18-hole layout will be designed by Jacobson Golf Course Design. Rainmaker's selection came after the municipality's national search for a project manager to shepherd the development. The town has established a budget of about $15 million and hopes to break ground on the development. The town has established a budget of about $15 million and hopes to break ground on the development. The town has established a budget of about $15 million and hopes to break ground on the development. The town has established a budget of about $15 million and hopes to break ground on the development. The town has established a budget of about $15 million and hopes to break ground on the development.

ARCHITECT SELECTED TO RENOVATE AUGUSTA CC

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Architect Brian Silva will break ground this July on a thorough restoration of Augusta Country Club, a Donald Ross design with a rich golf history that actually predates Ross and stretches back to the 19th century.

Augusta Country Club will close for the summer and fall and reopen for the year-long shutdown of the Lema layout, which reopened in March.

"We renovated both of them top to bottom," Harbottle said. "There wasn't a blade of grass left unturned. The Tony Lema Course is totally different now. A lot of the layout remains the same, because the holes fit the terrain very well. But green locations have shifted, and the bunkering is completely changed."

Steep, sod-faced bunkers placed throughout the course create a complex design, where careful strategy is rewarded with shortcuts and open approaches to the greens. The firm, fast fairways and prevailing winds make for a true links feel. The challenging layout is already scheduled to host the USGA Mid-Amateur Championship qualifying round in August.

The year-long shutdown of the Lema layout, which reopened in March.

"We renovated both of them top to bottom," Harbottle said. "There wasn't a blade of grass left unturned. The Tony Lema Course is totally different now. A lot of the layout remains the same, because the holes fit the terrain very well. But green locations have shifted, and the bunkering is completely changed."

Steep, sod-faced bunkers placed throughout the course create a complex design, where careful strategy is rewarded with shortcuts and open approaches to the greens. The firm, fast fairways and prevailing winds make for a true links feel. The challenging layout is already scheduled to host the USGA Mid-Amateur Championship qualifying round in August.

LANDFILL LOCATION

The $8.1-million budget wasn't as large as it sounds, according to Harbottle.

Continued on page 25

MOVING AHEAD OF SCHEDULE

"The two-contractor approach is definitely outside of the norm, but it's something that our team felt would make the construction process much more efficient,"

Continued on page 23

By PHILIP HALL

AUGUSTA, Ga. — Architect Brian Silva will break ground this July on a thorough restoration of Augusta Country Club, a Donald Ross design with a rich golf history that actually predates Ross and stretches back to the 19th century.

Augusta Country Club will close for the summer and fall and reopen for play next January, according to general manager Henry Marburger. When the restoration is complete, Augusta CC will feature a layout as true to its Ross plans as any course in the Southeast.

Silva first visited the club two years ago. "At that time, the discussions centered mostly around restoring the bunkers," recalled the architect, whose extensive Ross restoration portfolio includes Seminole Golf Club in North Palm Beach, Fla., Biltmore Forest Country Club in Asheville, N.C., Old Elm Golf Club in Chicago, and Charlotte (N.C.) Country Club, host to last year's USGA Senior Amateur.

"After that initial visit, the club got hold of Ross' original, working drawings from the Tufts Archive in Pinehurst," Silva continued. "And I mean drawings straight from the source: Ross' hand-written notes are the very first time we have worked side by side with another contractor on the same course," said Danny Moman of Barbaron, "and it's working out extremely well."

According to Mickey McSwain, this is also the first time that Southeastern Golf has worked on a course in conjunction with another contractor.
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